
CURTAINSCURTAINS

Curtain Selections
ECLECTIC COOL’S GUIDE TO 

STYLISH CURTAIN  & WINDOW TREATMENTS

We have put together our knowledge and know-how to help guide you in creating 
chic window treatments for your home in Hong Kong. Whether your taste is more 
elegant and formal or you would prefer something simple and contemporary, the 
following guide will assist and inspire you in making the best decisions for your home.
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CURTAINS

Curtains Pleat Style

Grommet Pleat
Wave Pleat

Tap Top CurtainTriple Pleat

Goblet Pleat Pencil Pleat 

First, you will need to consider your needs, do you want a window treatment 
that’s for function and purpose or something that’s purely decorative? Curtains 
and blinds can either be lined or unlined which changes their function and look. 
If you’re after a treatment that blocks out light in a bedroom for example, you 
would choose one which is lined. If you would simply like a decorative look and 
you are happy with light filtering through, then an unlined option would work. 
Our guide will explain to you, the many different kinds of window treatments 
available through Eclectic Cool, what the trends are and what works particularly 
well in Hong Kong.

WHERE TO START?

For more detail information about different type of pleats, please click here.
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CURTAINS

Roman Blinds

Curtains Tracks/ Rods

Tracks

Rods

Curtain Drop style

Touch Breaking Sweep
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CURTAINS

ECLECTIC COOL’S GUIDE TO MEASURING CURTAINS...

The first step to creating a beautiful window treatment is to accurately measure you 
curtains, whether you are shopping for ready-made curtains or commissioning made 
to measure drapes. Measuring curtain width depends on the length of your curtain 
track or pole, but measuring the length or ‘drop’ of curtains is determined simply by 
where you want your drapes to end. Once you’ve settled on the look you’d like (refer 
to Eclectic Cool’s drop style section) you are ready for measuring.

 Guide for measuring curtain width
For the best performance, your curtain track or pole 
should be positioned approximately 15cm (6”) higher 
than the window, and be wider than your window by 15-
20cm (6-8”) either side.

If you’re using a curtain track, we measure its full length. 
For curtain poles we measure the length of the pole only 
and do not include the finials (decorative pieces on the 
end).

Use your curtain pole or track length to work out the 
width of your curtains. To achieve a soft gathered look 
when your curtains are closed, use the header type to 
make the following calculation:
 Pencil pleat = pole or track width x 2
 Goblet pleat = pole or track width x 1.5 or 2
 Tab top = pole or track width x 1.5 or 2

Add a further 20cm (4”) to the width measurement to 
allow your curtains to overlap in the middle when closed 
and accommodate for header bounce back.

Width of pole from finial to finial or 
track from end to end.1

2
3
4
 Guide for measuring curtain height

Decide where your curtains will end. Sill length curtains 
should finish either 1.5cm (1/2”) above the windowsill or 
15cm (6”) below the sill to exclude lights and draughts 
effectively. To prevent wear on the hems, floor length 
curtains should ideally finish 1.5cm (1/2”) above the floor. 
If you choose Break or Sweep style then this doesn’t 
apply.

Windowsills and floors are not always level, so measure 
at 2 or 3 points to ensure the best fit. Measuring at either 
end and in the middle should provide accurate results.

To measure the ‘drop’ of your curtains, use the kind of 
curtains you are going to hang as a guide.  Pencil pleat 
curtain measurements: Curtain track: measure from 
the bottom of the track glider to your chosen end point 
(e.g. windowsill, floor) Curtain pole: measure from the 
bottom of the pole rings to where you want the curtain to 
end  Eyelet and tab top curtain measurements: Measure 
from the top of the curtain pole to where you want the 
curtain to finish. Eyelet curtains can only be used with a 
curtain pole.
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Measure 
from the 
bottom 
to the 
pole 
hem. 

Remember to make an allowance 
for your air-conditioning unit. If 
you are hanging curtains or a blind 
near your unit, make sure it does 
not cover the air-flow. An option 
is to have a blind made with a cut 
out so it does not obstruct the 
air-conditioner while it is running. 
Likewise with heaters, always 
remember to keep them well away 
from any curtain or blind due to 

the potential fire hazard.

Extra tips on how to measure 
for curtains
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CURTAINS- Pleats style

Pencil or Cartridge pleat
One of the most common curtain styles, 
pencil pleat curtains have a soft informal 
look, making them a popular choice for 
bedrooms. They are identified by their 
thin pencil shaped look.

TAB TOP CURTAIN
A popular simple contemporary style, 
tab top curtains have exposed loops 
(tabs) of fabric that are sewn onto 
the top of the curtain. These loops are 
drawn through a curtain rod or pole. 
Can be either sheer or lined, used as a 
window treatment or as a covering for 
a larger area such as a sliding door. 

French pleat or Triple pleat
A French Pleat gives a tailored look and 
will help create a formal, elegant window 
treatment for your room.
The series of three pleats pinched at the 
base creates a graceful fan effect as the 
folds spread upward. 

Goblet pleat
A Goblet pleat gives a very luxurious 
and formal feel to a room. The effect 
of a goblet is created with just one fold 
pinched at the bottom of the pleat. As 
Goblet Pleats are handmade they exude 
the ambience of classical charm.
 

Grommet or eyelet pleat
Gromet pleats are a simple and popular 
choice. A grommet or ring is placed at 
the header of the drape and simply 
slides onto a curtain rod or pole. This 
style is great for everyday use, and can 
be removed at any time for storage or 
dry cleaning.

Inverted  or box Pleat
This style of curtain offers a very different 
look to any of the other options. For those 
looking for a crisp, clean and flat design 
then this is for you. Rather then extending 
forward into the room it is hidden behind 
the curtain itself. Creating a modern box 
or flat looking appearance along the 
top of the curtain. Once again this style 
will assist with efficient stacking of the 
curtains.
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